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Abstract

Handbells are a tradition on Kalamazoo Campus that is struggling to maintain enough

members. A portion of the cause of this problem is the difficulty in learning handbells

when there are not enough experienced ringers available to teach it. In order to

minimize any possible lack of teachers, this Senior Individualized Project attempts

to write software in java that allows a single ringer to learn handbells with only a

computer. The software that is described is a step in the direction of the original

goals, but is not a sufficient solution to a lack of hanbell teachers. The necessary next

steps are described.
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1 Introduction

This senior individualized project develops software that allows a user to practice

ringing a pair of handbells with a computer, which is meant to facilitate self-taught

learning. The user is able to choose the size of the band and the bells with which

they wish to practice. They can also choose from a small selection of methods to play.

This project also attempts to determine the worth of the software in comparison to

other available software meant to do similar work. It investigates the possible uses

of the project to the Kalamazoo Change Ringers and the future of the project as a

whole.

In order to do these things, I will first give a brief description of change ringing,

since it is not a well known activity in the United States.

2 Changing Ringing 101

The Basics Change ringing is a type of bell ringing in which each bell is rung one

at a time in a predetermined order. That predetermined order can be merely ringing

the bells in the same order over and over. This is called rounds and is mostly done

on the larger tower bells. It can also be a method, which is the major learning curve

of handbells and is further described below.

Changing ringing bells are very different from the bells many first think of when

they think of bell ringing. Many first think of the bells that get hit with a hammer

in order to make a sound. Those bells can be used to make music as one typically

thinks of music: with notes and chords and note duration. The biggest difference

between changing ringing bells and all other bells is the way a sound is created. In

change ringing, the bells themselves swing which causes the clapper (the metal piece

on the inside of the bell) to swing and thus strike the side of the bell. In other types

of ringing, people or machines swing the clapper while the bell is stationary. In the
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example from above, the hammer acts as the clapper.

Band In change ringing, an individual only controls one or two bells. On a set of

tower bells, most ringers are only able to ring a single bell (although there are a select

few who are able to ring two) and this is because it generally takes both hands to

control a bell safely. In handbells, each ringer will control two bells. Since change

ringing can only be done on at least four bells, this requires a large enough set of

people to control the available bells. These people make up the band. Stetson Tower,

Kalamazoo College’s bell tower and the tower on which I learned to ring, has eight

tower bells. This means that eight people are needed to play all eight bells. We often

ring fewer bells, either five or six, depending on the availability of ringers.

Each band requires an individual to be in charge of all of the action. This person

is called the conductor. They determine when everyone is ready to begin, attempt

to fix any problems encountered during ringing, and call the end of the ringing. For

example, when beginners are able to safely control a bell, they learn what is called

call changes. Call changes are commands that change the order that the bells are

ringing in, by switching the positions of two bells. Once rounds have begun, the

conductor will call sets of bells to switch position to create permutations of their

choice. Once the band has been called back into rounds (the original ringing order),

the conductor will call stand, and the ringing stops. This is a very important skill for

ringing methods.

Methods Change ringing methods are the patterns that describe what each indi-

vidual bell does. Since each bell rings completely individually when ringing, methods

represent the permutations of the order of the bells. There are a few rules that allow

a set of permutations to be called a method. First when a band begins ringing, the

bells ring in order from the highest note to the lowest note, or equivalently, from the

smallest bell to the largest bell. As mentioned previously, this is called rounds. In
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order for a method to be a called such, it must begin and end with all of the bells

in rounds. Second, a method can only allow a bell to change one position at a time.

So a bell ringing in first position (the bell that rings before all of the other bells)

can only move into second position or stay in first position. Third, each change can

only occur once in the entire method. A change is just the entire set of bells that are

ringing making a sound in a certain order. In other words, each bell must ring once

and only once in each change. Changes are used to describe where in the method

you are. So in order not to repeat a change, the bells can only ring in each possible

permutation one time.

When ringing a method, after ringing rounds a couple of times, the conductor will

call “Go [Method Name]” for whatever method was decided on at some earlier time.

At this point, the band will begin following the rules laid down by the method. A

very simple pattern that can be rung, which is not a method itself but the basis of

all methods, is called hunting, plain hunting, or hunts.

Hunting is a pattern in which pairs of bells switch continuously. In the first step,

the first and second bells switch positions, the third and fourth, the fifth and sixth,

et cetera so that the second smallest bell rings first and the highest bell rings second,

followed by the fourth smallest and then the third smallest until all bells have rung.

The second step requires that the bells ringing first and last stay in those positions

while the inner bells switch places. In this change the first three bells to ring would

be the second followed by the fourth and then the first smallest, followed by all the

other bells in that order. These two steps repeat until the bells return to rounds

at which point the hunt is over. Another way to think of this is by thinking about

what an individual bell is doing. Let us think about the smallest bell, also called the

treble. The treble begins by ringing in the first position and is followed by all of the

other bells. When a plain hunt is called, the first thing the treble will do is ring in

second position after the second smallest bell, also called the two. Next the treble
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will ring in third position following the four. This continues with the treble ringing

later and later in each change until it gets to the very back of the change. If there

are four bells ringing, this means the treble will ring in fourth position two times and

then beginning moving toward the front, or in other words, ringing sooner and sooner

until it rings first again. As soon as the treble rings in first position twice, the hunt

is over.

Hunting is the basis of a large number of methods, and in some ways could be called

the basis of all kinds of methods. The first method a student ringer at Kalamazoo

College learns is called Plain Bob. This is the method that I made my software capable

of ringing. Plain Bob is essentially the same as hunting with a single exception at

the very end of the hunt. When Plain Bob is called, each bell does exactly what

it would do if a hunt had been called until the treble is in first position at what

would have been the end of a hunt. At that point, the bell that is in second position

following immediately behind the treble just came off the front, or in other words,

rang in first position right before the treble did. It “wants” to continue to hunt and

go to third position. Instead it rings in second position again, which is called making

places. This causes all of the bells that ring after it to shift, which is called a dodge.

In a dodge, two bells switch places with each other twice and then continue what

they had originally been doing. For example, in plain bob, when the treble leads the

bells in third and fourth positions dodge with each other. Before the treble got to

first position, the bell in third position was hunting down, or hunting so that each

time it rang it was getting nearer to first position. This is interrupted by the dodge.

Instead of continuing to second position like it “wants,” the bell in third position

instead dodges back to fourth position. This forces the bell in fourth position to

dodge back to third position. Now these two bells swap again and continue hunting

in the direction in which they “want” to hunt. After this has occurred, all of the bells

go back to hunting, except their order has changed. This means that it takes longer
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to get back to rounds.

The permutations of a method can be changed by making calls. The conductor

can call a certain word (either bob or single) which tells the ringers that they need

to change the work they were about to do to a different work. In Plain Bob a bob

causes the bell in first position and the bell in fourth position to make places, which

changes what the bells in second and third position were about to do. A single causes

all of the bells in the first four positions to make places. These happen instead of the

bells in first and second positions making places.

There are a few ways to describe the rules of any one method. They all require

practice to understand and use when ringing. When first learning Plain Bob at

Kalamazoo College, the circle of work style is used, but it is perhaps easier to visualize

what is happening using the blueline. Place notation is not often used at Kalamazoo,

but there are towers that teach it intensively. Each of these learning techniques is

described below.

Circle of Work The circle of work describes what each bell does in between

hunting. Each bell begins on the circle in a different place and a method is completed

once the bells are back to where they started. This way of learning methods is not

useful for every kind of method, but it is extremely useful for Plain Bob.

The circle for the two on six bells is as follows: it first dodges 3-4 down, then 5-6

down, 5-6 up, 3-4 up, and finally makes seconds. In between each of these, the three

hunts until it reaches its next work. This is very difficult to see when not ringing, but

the blueline of Plain Bob Minor (minor means six bells) makes it a little easier.

Blueline The lines drawn follow individual bells and represent the path that a

bell “travels.” In other words, it shows the movement of the bell from one position

to another. An image is provided in the appendix. It shows the blueline of two bells

doing plain bob: the treble and another bell. The treble’s blueline is trivial since it
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Figure 1: Plain bob circle of work. The circled values represent where each bell starts
on the circle. [5]

is merely hunting. Each column shows the blueline for a different bell and has the

header of the bell that is follows. The first column represents the path of the number

two bell through the method and has a 2 at the top.

The two’s blueline can be used to represent the path of each of the other bells.

That is to say, each bell moves in the same way that the two does, although each

begins the method at a different place on the blueline. This can be seen in the figure

in the appendix. Each of the five lines can be matched by shifting each column up or

down the right amount.

Place Notation Place notation is a shorthand version of the blueline. It states

what bells are making places during each change. Making places is a phrase for ringing

in the same position twice in a row. If no bells make places, the place notation

represents this as a dash or an x. So the place notation for hunting on four bells

would be -14-14-14-14 or x14x14x14x14. Every other change, the bells in first and
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fourth positions make places and stay in their respective positions. Place notation

can describe any method, but it is slightly more difficult to learn methods based solely

on place notation. There are some, which do not have circles of work and have very

confusing bluelines, that are actually easier to learn using only place notation.

Tower On tower, each person only controls one bell. It is possible to use any of the

three types of method descriptions to learn what one’s bell is supposed to be doing

at any given time.

Handbells On hand each person controls two bells instead of one. These bells

must be directly next to each other and be pairs. For example, a ringer could ring

the treble and the two but not the treble and the three and not the two and the three.

This means that it is necessary for each ringer to think of what they are doing in

terms of pairs. How does each bell work with the other? If one bell is in a certain

position, where is the other bell allowed to be based on the pair?

It is still necessary to consider how each bell should act individually in order to

determine how the pairs must work together. For all minimus (four-bell) methods,

there are only two different pairs that bells can be in but it is very difficult to see. In

minor methods, there are three pairs, each of which is easily identifiable.

3 My Project

The Project Itself When I started the project, I wanted to be able to ring hand-

bells by myself and thus advance my skills. There are two reasons that I thought

this would be a major benefit to myself and the Kalamazoo ringing community as a

whole.

It is often difficult to get a large enough group together to ring handbells on

campus, and we have a relatively high turnover. This means that we only have the
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chance to practice with a certain group for a short length of time and are only able to

make a small amount of progress. This means that we are almost always working on

Plain Bob Major, instead of progressing onto more advanced methods. A huge reason

for this slow progress has to do with the humans involved in the ringing. We are very

prone to making mistakes and when there are three people attempting to learn all

at the same time, instead of two advanced handbell ringers and a single learner, it is

very difficult to determine where problems are being made and what is causing those

problems. The software was intended to help solve this by allowing the students to

practice on their own time and when they are not available. For example, one of our

past students is on study abroad and may have been interested in continuing what

he learned while not near a band.

Another difficulty has to do with teaching availability. The Kalamazoo College

Change Ringing Guild has recently had a large influx of student learners. This means

that teaching is much more spread out over the large group, which is a major change

from my first year as a student. At that time, there were only two students, myself

and Michelle Sugimoto. We advanced quickly both in tower and at hand because we

received individual instruction from a very experienced ringer, Margaret Miller. Now

Michelle and I have become the handbell instructors for the student ringers who are

interested in handbells. Each of us has little experience teaching handbells, so there

has been a good deal of fumbling as we learn the best method of instruction in this

matter. Something that would help this matter greatly would be having the two of

us be much more proficient ourselves, which requires practice that is not interrupted

by human mistakes.

The Software I had many goals for the software in the very beginning. Many of

the original goals were not met, as I encountered a number of programming difficulties

along the way that slowed progress considerably. This will be discussed more in the
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Process section. Here I will describe what my goals were and why I wanted to achieve

each aspect.

The most important goal was to create software capable of ringing a method with

an individual user, which means that a human ringer could control two bells while

the computer acted as the rest of the band and “rang” all of the other bells. This

stemmed from the desire to learn more, but I also believed it could help solve some

of the problems and difficulties that exist when teaching handbells.

In order to make the software as user friendly as possible, I wanted to be able

to ring along with the computer using actual handbells. This would hopefully allow

practice to be as close as real handbell ringing as possible. I also wanted to create

a GUI that could show bells being rung so that the visual aspect of learning to ring

would not be lost.

Another capability I wanted was mistake checking. I hoped that the software

would be able to notice and respond to user mistakes in a reasonable amount of

time. I was not sure exactly what this would look like. A couple of options I had

considered were printing the bell that should be ringing right next to the actual bell

that is ringing and positioning the values based on the time that each bell strikes.

This would include the computer’s exact striking and possibly overlapping values

when the user’s striking is particularly incorrect. Another option I considered was

recording each attempt so that it could be played back. This would allow the user to

replay afterwards and find the exact location any mistakes were made.

I also wanted to combine the functionality above in such a way that band could

record themselves ringing and then run the recording through the software. I had

hoped that it would be able to note each point that the band as a whole made

mistakes, and also have separate panels with a visualization of how each individual

did.

Separately, I wanted to be able to give the user notice ahead of time what pairs
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they would be playing. This would be both in real time, where the software would

print the upcoming pair for each user at a certain time before the pairs were changing,

and a comprehensive list of all of the pairs that each user would experience in the

method and where they would come.

An option that I wanted to give the user was the speed of the ringing. Very

experienced bands ring very quickly, especially if they are even somewhat comfortable

with the method they are ringing. Less experienced ringers often have a tendency to

ring much slower. It would be useful to make a range of speeds available to the user.

Another option I hoped to implement would be to allow the user to choose that

either the computer rings in the correct place in time or the computer waits for the

correct bell to ring before continuing. Experienced bands ring at the time they are

meant to, and if one of them makes a mistake, he and the others continue as if it

did not happen. In less experienced bands, ringers pause when they are unsure what

position to ring in. The other members of the band will pause as well, to allow

the ringer to determine where they need to ring. Both of these styles are helpful in

learning to ring: the former is most useful in learning to ring with a real band, the

latter when learning a very unfamiliar method.

It is clear now that I was very ambitious, and that I never would have been able

to complete all of this functionality in the ten week time span available. I am still

very proud of what I was able to complete in the time that I had.

4 Process

My overall goal of the project was to gain a deeper understanding of ringing in

general. The software was meant to help me achieve this, but the process of creating

the software was also an effective way to help make this happen. A major benefit of

doing this project has been a deeper understanding of both java and change ringing.
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Planning My original intention was to focus on being able to play Plain Bob by

using real bells with the computer. I wanted to make sure that users would be able

to get the real experience of handbell practice. In order to do this, I began by using

java AudioSystem to create an InputStream. I had a problem with getting a sound

input at the same time as playing sound, so I decided to focus on making the software

capable of “playing” a method by printing out the name of the bell.

In order to do this, I wrote Bell, Band, and Method classes. As I considered how

to relate them, I was thinking about the best way to describe a method in the code.

I thought about using either bluelines or place notations. I did not really think it

would be possible to use the circle of work, because it really only describes the actions

of each individual bell. I could not think of a way to use this to describe the overall

order that each change would have. For this reason, I thought that the blueline would

be a better way. The biggest problem with this was that I would have to hard code

the entire list of bell names for each different method. This did not seem effective or

efficient. This only left place notation, but I was not sure how to make that happen.

I started off by trying to represent bell and band objects in ways that I understood

them.

I represented the Bell objects as a name, a position, and a string file name where

the sound of the bell is stored. The Band is represented by an array of bells, where

the constructor is given an integer value and then creates all of the necessary bell

objects. I decided that the Band needed to be responsible for “playing” the methods.

I created a play() method that took a Method object, which stored information about

the pattern to be played. In order to actually play a Method, I realized that I needed

to create an array of the position that each bell is in. I chose to create an array of

Bells that could represent the positions of the Bell objects. I could sort the array

by positions and then print the name of the bell. This meant that I needed to loop

through the array and do something with each Bell object (I started off by printing
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the name of each Bell), and then change the state of the array in a way that made

sense for each method. It was very easy to switch every other bell, and I realized that

this was a step that is already represented by place notation. As already mentioned,

the place notation symbol “-” already means switching every pair of bells. All that

was left was finding out how to switch pairs of bells when an arbitrary number of

Bell objects with an arbitrary position needed to remain in the same position. I tried

to do this by merely still looping through the array of Bell objects and comparing

them to the arbitrary list of bells that needed to remain in place. I had a hard time

keeping track of which direction bells needed to move without knowing how many

bells needed to stay in place. In order to do this, I realized that I needed to define

pairs of bells that would shift based on the names of the bells remaining in place. For

example, if the treble was going to remain in position in the first change, the first

pair to switch would change from the treble and the two to the two and the three.

After I was sure that would work for an arbitrary number of bells and an arbitrary

place notation, I started working on sound again. I decided to use the paulscode

Sound System, as it had a good tutorial and seemed to work well for what I wanted.

I set up the system as the tutorial described. In order for sound to play, the system

required a web url and thus required that I host the sounds that I would need. This

worked to an extent, but it made it too difficult to change the sounds that each bell

was represented by. From this, I moved on to a sound enum that could play sound

directly from a file without having to pull it from online [3]. The biggest difficulty

with this is the fact that the sound enum contains all of the information about the

sound by hardcoding each sound file as a private instance variable within the enum.

This makes it more difficult to refer to the the sounds using only the bell objects.

In order to allow users to play bells themselves it was necessary to use a KeyLis-

tener that is aware of what the user is doing on the keys. It is actually somewhat

confusing how to implement a KeyListener. It is an interface, which means that the
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Figure 2: A UML Diagram of each of the classes in my software.

methods that it contains must be implemented. This was something that I understood

in theory, but it was not always clear to me how to do this, as I was not sure what

was necessary to allow the KeyListener to actually listen when the methods were im-

plemented. It became clear that generally a JFrame implemented KeyListeners and

that made it somewhat easier to write. This also created the perfect opportunity to

make a GUI using swing.

It actually turned out later that adding an ActionListener to a button, which I did

in order to start the simulation, that the KeyListener on the frame stopped working.

This problem actually required KeyBindings [4], which requires swing components.

I was not actually able to attach swing components to the buttons I created for the

user, but the buttons themselves were able to play sound. In the end, I ended up with

only five classes: Band, Bell, Method, SoundEffect, and HandbellApp. The appendix

contains the code for each of these classes.
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Overall, I learned a great deal about the benefits of planning. Since I have had

no experience with a project this large, I was not fully prepared to actually do the

planning. This has been made clear by the actual process of writing the code. I now

feel that I have a somewhat better understanding of what is needed to plan a project

of this size, which suggests that I have even more to learn about larger projects. It

is clear that it is necessary to have a clear understanding of what I am capable of as

well as what is necessary to achieve each aspect of the software.

5 Notable

To Use The software has a very simple interface, as shown in Fig. 3. The user only

has to run the jar file and then choose the desired options. Those options include how

many bells he or she would like to ring on. The options for this are minimus (four

bells), minor (six bells), and major (eight bells). The next option is what method the

user wants to play. As of now, the only option for this is Plain Bob, but using the

place notation method, it will not be difficult to add more options. The final option

is what pair the user wants to play from. They can choose none, the first pair, the

second pair, and so on. This is not dependent on how many bells are chosen, so the

user has to be careful not to choose greater pairs than how many are available.

After the user has chosen their desired options, they can press the start button.

This will cause the simulation to begin and the computer will begin to play the sounds

associated with each bell. These sounds are currently spoken numbers that represent

the name of the bell. Users use the available buttons on the screen to play their own

bells. The simulation plays at a predetermined time rate, and does not wait for the

user to play. This means that the user should be ready as soon as he or she presses

the start button.

When the simulation is complete, the user must restart the GUI if he would like to
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Figure 3: The GUI of my program.

go again. This has to do with the execute function associated with the start button.

Other Software Abel is main software used to teach and learn tower bells and

handbells. I have mostly seen it used for tower bell ringing. It allows towers to

attach sensors to their bells and then muffle them, so that they can ring without the

bells making any sound. This is useful for areas with strict sound control. It also has

similar capabilities to what I intended to create.

Abel has many more capabilities than I even intended to create. From the Abel

website:

• “Practise ringing and conducting from the keyboard

• Ring any method or touch, on any number of bells from 3 to 24

• Practise calling and ringing Call Changes

• Splice up to 100 methods

• Print methods and touches

• Simulate tower bells or handbells, using real bell sounds - you can add your own
recordings, too
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• Connect to sensors on external bells - so you can ring real bells or dumbbells or
dummy handbells with Abel to practise with a perfect band, and also have truly
’silent’ practices

• With Abel 3.8, ring with a ’moving ringers’ display, providing real ropesight

• Vary the quality of the striking, and get reports on the accuracy of your own
striking.” [6]

This is a very comprehensive list. One thing that is missing, though, is the ability

to ring handbells with actual bells. That is something that I would very much like

to see.

6 Future

On Campus As of right now, the software I wrote can be used the help students

learn Plain Bob. This is not quite what I had hoped, but it is still extraordinarily

useful for the position that the tower is currently in. We have numerous students

still learning to hunt. The opportunity to help them learn Plain Bob outside of the

minimal tower time available to us could be a a huge boon.

It is very unlikely that Kalamazoo College Guild of Change Ringers will ever

purchase Abel. There is not a strong enough need, especially since it seems to be

primarily used for towers that need noise control. This means that my software could

help contribute greatly to the handbell population on campus.

I doubt very much that my software will ever be used in the broader handbell

community. The University of Chicago, the closest change ringing community to

Kalamazoo, already owns Abel because of the strict noise regulations in their suburb,

and they seem quite satisfied with its abilities. Abel seems to fit most people’s needs

very well.

Possible Changes The most important change I would like to make is to create

functionality that will allow users to play actual handbells by themselves with the

computer. It would greatly enhance the experience of practicing handbells even where
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there is not enough people to make up a band. I am not completely sure how this

would be done. I would certainly have to take what I have learned about planning to

better prepare to make this happen.

Another change along those lines, would be to allow more than one user to play

at the same time. This would allow just two handbell students could practice on six

or eight bells instead of just four. This would not actually be that difficult. I would

only have to change the format of the Band constructor to take a list of integers as

the users instead of a single integer representing what pair a user would like.

I would like to implement a number of the ideas proposed in Purpose section, but

there are currently a number of problems with the code as a whole. These would be

a higher priority for future advancements to the code. The software can only be run

one time before it stops, which has to do with the fact that the simulation must run

in the background [1]. This could possibly be solved with a Runnable [2]. Another

problem is the fact that the user must click buttons with the mouse to play their bell.

This is because the swing components change the focus within the frame when they

are acted on. KeyListeners are very sensitive to where the focus is, which means that

KeyBindings must be used when using swing components [4].

The final change not addressed in the Purpose section would be changing the

class that handles sound. The enum requires that the sound files are hard coded

into the enum [3]. Instead, I would like to be able to access sound from a file of

the user’s choice. This would require more user input, and certain sound file naming

conventions, but it seems relatively doable as long as the correct sound system is

used.
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7 Conclusions

This project has the opportunity to be very useful to the Kalamazoo College Guild of

Change Ringers. It will hopefully allow the students to progress much faster through

Plain Bob and thus move on to call changes and more complex methods. It might

even be helpful for tower bell ringing, as many of the students are getting close to

learning Plain Bob. More than that, though, this project gave me a good deal of

experience working on a project. I learned a great deal about designing, and the

steps needed in order to design. In the future, I will be better able to anticipate what

a project needs in order to be completed. I also very much appreciate the experience

of having to change my design multiple times. It gave me insight into how to use

what is already in place, but still change directions in the middle.

I also learned more about bell ringing in general and how place notation works

specifically. I already had a decent understanding of the mechanics, but I can now

see what that means for each individual bell in a band. I am very passionate about

this project as a whole, and am excited to continue improving it. The software may

never be of widespread application, but my community and I will be able to make

use of it.
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A Plain Bob Minor Blueline Figure

[5]
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B Bell Class Code

Bell class:

import javax.sound.sampled.*;

import java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit;

/**

* Bell represents an actual bell and contains information about the name

of the bell and what it’s position

* and pair is at any given time.

*

* @author Marlisa Pennington

* @version 2 December 2016

*/

public class Bell

{

// instance variables

private int pos;

private int name;

private int pair;

/**

* Constructor for objects of class Bell

*/

public Bell(int position)

{

// initialise instance variables

pos = position;

name = position;
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pair = -1;

}

//Increase the position of the bell by one place.

public void moveUp()

{

// move bell up

pos = pos+1;

}

//Reduce the position of the bell by one place.

public void moveDown()

{

// move bell down

pos = pos - 1;

}

//Return the name of the bell, which is an integer.

public int getName()

{

return name;

}

//Return the position of the bell at any given time, an integer.

public int getPosition()

{

return pos;

}
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//Return the integer value of the position that this bell will move to

next.

public int getPair()

{

return pair;

}

//Change the position that this bell will move to next.

public void setPair(int val)

{

pair = val;

}

//Play the sound that is associated with this bell.

public void play()

{

if(name == 1)

SoundEffect.TREBLE.play();

else if(name == 2)

SoundEffect.TWO.play();

else if(name == 3)

SoundEffect.THREE.play();

else if(name == 4)

SoundEffect.FOUR.play();

else if(name == 5)

SoundEffect.FIVE.play();

else if(name == 6)

SoundEffect.SIX.play();

else if(name == 7)
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SoundEffect.SEVEN.play();

else if(name == 8)

SoundEffect.EIGHT.play();

System.out.print(name + " ");

//Determine speed of bell. This prevents the bell sounds from

playing at the same time in

//a loop.

for (long

stop=System.nanoTime()+TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS.toNanos(700);stop>System.nanoTime();)

{}

}

}

C Method Class Code

Method class:

/**

* A method object holds information about how many bells the method is

for, the name of the method,

* and the place notation of the method, which describes the rules of how

bells move in the method.

*

* @author Marlisa Pennington
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* @version 2 Dec 2016

*/

public class Method

{

private int stage; //Number of bells in the band.

private String title; //Name, Classes, and Stage of method.

private String[] placeNotation; //Representation of the rules of the

method.

/**

* Constructor for objects of class Method

*/

public Method(int stage, String title, String pn)

{

// initialise instance variables

this.stage = stage;

this.title = title;

placeNotation = pn.split("((?<=[^0-9])|(?=[^0-9]))");

}

/**

* Return the number of bells of the method.

*/

public int getStage()

{

return stage;

}

/**
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* Return the title of the method.

*/

public String getTitle()

{

return title;

}

/**

* Return the array of String objects representing the place notation.

*/

public String[] getPN()

{

return placeNotation;

}

}

D Band Class Code

Band class:

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Comparator;

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit;

/**

* The Band class contains information about the number of bells, the
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positions of those bells, and what bells are controlled

* by the user. It acts on the bell objects to play methods.

*

* @author Marlisa

* @version 2 Dec 2016

*/

public class Band

{

private ArrayList<Bell> band; //List of Bell objects that will never

change.

private ArrayList<Bell> positions; //List of Bell objects that will be

reordered.

private int numBells; //Number of bells in the band, also called stage.

private int userPair; //The number value of the lowest bell in the

pair that the user will use. These bells will not play

//sound automatically.

/**

* Constructor for objects of class Band

*/

public Band(int numberBells, int userPair)

{

//Initialize instance variables.

numBells = numberBells;

this.userPair = userPair;

band = new ArrayList<Bell>();

positions = new ArrayList<Bell>();

//Create the bells for the band. Loop through the number of bells
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and create a bell for each position.

for(int i = 1; i < numBells + 1; i++)

{

Bell b = new Bell(i); //Create the bell.

band.add(b); //Add the bell to the band.

positions.add(b); //Add the bell to the positions list.

//Must initialize the bell pairs. This begins as

//the position below if even and the position above if odd.

if((i% 2) == 1)

b.setPair(i+1);

else

b.setPair(i-1);

}

}

//Return band.

public ArrayList<Bell> getBand()

{

return band;

}

//Return the user pair.

public int getUserPair()

{

if(userPair == 0)

return -1; //If the user pair is 0, return a null value.

else

return userPair; //Otherwise return the pair value.
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}

//Print the names of the bells in order. This will always be in

counting order.

public void printBand()

{

System.out.println("Band");

for(Bell b : band)

{

System.out.print(b.getName() + " ");

}

System.out.println("");

}

//Sorts the bells by position and makes changes to the positions

object.

public void sortByPositions()

{

Collections.sort(positions, new Comparator<Bell>()

//Define a new comparator that compares arbitrary bells.

{

public int compare(Bell b1, Bell b2){

if(b1.getPosition() > b2.getPosition())

return +1;

else

return -1;

}

}

);
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}

//printPositions() prints the bells by their name in the order that

they should be rung.

public void printPositions()

{

//System.out.println("Positions");

for(Bell b : positions)

{

System.out.print(b.getName() + " ");

}

System.out.println("");

}

//Play the sound associated with each bell.

public void playPositions()

{

//Loop through the bell positions (instead of band) so that the

sounds will be played

//in the correct order.

for(Bell bell : positions)

{

int b = bell.getName();

//Check that the bell is not a user bell and that the computer

should not automatically play the sound.

if(userPair != 0 && (b == userPair || b == userPair +1))

{

System.out.print(b + " ");

//Wait a certain length of time so that the user has time to
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play their bell.

for (long

stop=System.nanoTime()+TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS.toNanos(700);stop>System.nanoTime();)

{}

}

else

{

bell.play(); //If the bell is not a user bell, play the

sound.

}

}

System.out.println("");

}

//Play the correct sound based on the name of the bell. This is used

for when the user completes an action.

public void userPlay(int name)

{

if(name == 1)

SoundEffect.TREBLE.play();

else if(name == 2)

SoundEffect.TWO.play();

else if(name == 3)

SoundEffect.THREE.play();

else if(name == 4)

SoundEffect.FOUR.play();

else if(name == 5)

SoundEffect.FIVE.play();
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else if(name == 6)

SoundEffect.SIX.play();

else if(name == 7)

SoundEffect.SEVEN.play();

else if(name == 8)

SoundEffect.EIGHT.play();

}

//Check if the band is in rounds. In other words, check if the

positions list is in the same order as the band list.

public boolean checkRounds()

{

boolean rounds = true;

for(Bell b: positions)

{

if(b.getName() != b.getPosition())

rounds = false;

}

return rounds;

}

//Play a plain course of an arbitrary method. This assumes the method

is defined by a place notation.

public void plainCourse(Method y)

{

//Check that the band has the same number of bells as the method.

if(numBells == y.getStage())

{

//printPositions();
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playPositions();

String[] pn = y.getPN(); // Get the place notation of the

method.

//Repeat going through the place notation until the band is

back in rounds.

do{

//Complete each step defined by the place notation.

for(int i = 0; i< pn.length; i++)

{

//If the place notation step is a -, then switch each

pair.

if(pn[i].equals("-"))

step("-");

//Otherwise, make places with the bells listed in the

place notation a swap the others.

else

{

//Get an array of each value in the place notation.

String[] makePlaces = pn[i].split("(?!^)");

//Convert the string array to an int array.

int[] places = new int[makePlaces.length];

for(int j = 0; j < makePlaces.length; j++)

{

places[j] = Integer.parseInt(makePlaces[j]);

}

//Swap the appropriate pairs.
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step(places);

}

}

}while(!checkRounds());

//printPositions();

}

}

//In any step method this MUST be called after sortByPositions(). It

determines the next location each bell will move to

//assuming that there are no bells making places in the next step.

public void updatePairs()

{

//Loop through the positions.

for(Bell b: positions)

{

//If the bell is even, its pair is below it. If the bell is

odd, its pair is above it.

if((b.getPosition()% 2) == 1)

b.setPair(b.getPosition()+1);

else

b.setPair(b.getPosition()-1);

}

}

//This causes every bell to switch places with its automatic pair. For

example, bells in positions one and two will swap.
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public void step(String x)

{

//Loop through the band and determine where each bell is and what

position it should be in.

for(Bell b: band)

{

if((b.getPosition()%2)==0)

b.moveDown();

else

b.moveUp();

}

sortByPositions(); //Sort the position list.

updatePairs(); //Determine what each bell’s new pair is.

//Test it:

playPositions();

//printPositions();

//printPairs();

}

//Swap the bell positions based on the pair already determined.

public void swapPairs()

{

//Loop through the bell positions.

for(Bell b: positions)

{

//Check if the bell should make places. If so, do nothing.

if(b.getPair() == -1){}
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//Check if the pair bell is in a higher position than the bell.

If so, move up.

else if(b.getPair() > b.getPosition())

b.moveUp();

//Other wise the pair is in a lower position. In that case,

move down.

else

b.moveDown();

}

}

//Currently assumes that for each bell, if it’s own position and the

position of it’s pair are not on the list, then

//the position nearest to it that is not in the pair is NOT on the

list (It does not check this).

//Make the next step by determining the new pairs based on the bells

making places.

public void step(int[] places)

{

//Set the bell pairs that need to be swapped.

//Loop through all of the places that need to be made.

for(int x: places)

{

//printPairs();

positions.get(x - 1).setPair(-1); //Set the pair of the bell

that is making places to a null value.

//Go through all of the bells above the bell making places and

shift their pairs in the appropriate directions.
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for(int i= numBells - 1; i >= x; i--)

{

if(positions.get(i).getPair() <

positions.get(i).getPosition())

positions.get(i).setPair(i + 2);

else

positions.get(i).setPair(i);

}

}

//printPairs();

swapPairs(); //Switch the pairs that are not making places.

sortByPositions(); //Sort the positions list.

updatePairs(); //Update the pairs assuming the next step has no

places.

//test it:

playPositions();

//printPositions();

//printPairs();

}

//Print the values of the pairs for each. Note , the pair is a

position value and should never change since it should

//be updated every time step() is called on the band.

public void printPairs()

{

System.out.println(" ");

for(Bell b: positions)
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{

System.out.println("Position: " + b.getPosition() + " Bell: " +

b.getName() + " Pair Position: " + b.getPair());

}

}

}

E SoundEffect Enum Code

SoundEffect class [3]:

import java.io.*;

import java.net.URL;

import javax.sound.sampled.*;

//Copied from

https://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/ehchua/programming/java/J8c_PlayingSound.html

/**

* This enum encapsulates all the sound effects of a game, so as to

separate the sound playing

* codes from the game codes.

* 1. Define all your sound effect names and the associated wave file.

* 2. To play a specific sound, simply invoke

SoundEffect.SOUND_NAME.play().

* 3. You might optionally invoke the static method SoundEffect.init() to

pre-load all the

* sound files, so that the play is not paused while loading the file
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for the first time.

* 4. You can use the static variable SoundEffect.volume to mute the sound.

*/

public enum SoundEffect {

TREBLE("Sounds/1.wav"),

TWO("Sounds/2.wav"),

THREE("Sounds/3.wav"),

FOUR("Sounds/4.wav"),

FIVE("Sounds/5.wav"),

SIX("Sounds/6.wav"),

SEVEN("Sounds/7.wav"),

EIGHT("Sounds/8.wav"); //Marlisa’s change: adding the relevant sounds

for this program. 2 Dec 2016

// Nested class for specifying volume

public static enum Volume {

MUTE, LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH

}

public static Volume volume = Volume.LOW;

// Each sound effect has its own clip, loaded with its own sound file.

private Clip clip;

// Constructor to construct each element of the enum with its own sound

file.

SoundEffect(String soundFileName) {

try {
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// Use File) to read from disk and JAR.

File soundFile = new File(soundFileName);

// Set up an audio input stream piped from the sound file.

AudioInputStream audioInputStream =

AudioSystem.getAudioInputStream(soundFile);

// Get a clip resource.

clip = AudioSystem.getClip();

// Open audio clip and load samples from the audio input stream.

clip.open(audioInputStream);

} catch (UnsupportedAudioFileException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

} catch (IOException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

} catch (LineUnavailableException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

}

}

// Play or Re-play the sound effect from the beginning, by rewinding.

public void play() {

if (volume != Volume.MUTE) {

if (clip.isRunning())

clip.stop(); // Stop the player if it is still running

clip.setFramePosition(0); // rewind to the beginning

clip.start(); // Start playing

}

}

// Optional static method to pre-load all the sound files.
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static void init() {

values(); // calls the constructor for all the elements

}

}

F HandbellApp Class Code

HandbellApp class:

import java.awt.event.KeyEvent;

import java.awt.event.KeyListener;

import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;

import java.awt.event.ActionListener;

import javax.swing.JFrame;

import javax.swing.JButton;

import javax.swing.JLabel;

import javax.swing.JPanel;

import javax.swing.JComboBox;

import javax.swing.BoxLayout;

import javax.swing.*;

import java.awt.*;

import java.awt.Component;

import java.io.*;

import java.net.URL;

import javax.sound.sampled.*;

/**

* The HandbellApp class extends JFrame and implements ActionListener. It
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is a GUI object that responds to user

* input, by listening to actions on the components of the GUI. It creates

the band and method objects necessary

* to run the simulation of playing handbells.

*

* It also contains the main from which the program is run.

*

* @author Marlisa using:

*

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/22506331/simple-dropdown-menu-in-java

for swing components

* https://chortle.ccsu.edu/java5/Notes/chap57/ch57_10.html for

ActionListener implementation

* @version 2 Dec 2016

*/

public class HandbellApp extends JFrame implements ActionListener {

Band band;

public HandbellApp()

{

//Prepare JFrame with necessary aspects.

setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE);

setTitle("Handbell App");

setSize(500, 500);

setLocation(430, 100);

JPanel panel = new JPanel();

panel.setLayout(new BoxLayout(panel, BoxLayout.Y_AXIS));
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add(panel, BorderLayout.NORTH);

//Add label:

JLabel label1 = new JLabel("Choose the number of bells in your

band.");

label1.setAlignmentX(Component.CENTER_ALIGNMENT);

panel.add(label1);

//Add dropdown list:

String[] choices = { "Minimus", "Minor", "Major" };

final JComboBox<String> comboBox1 = new JComboBox<String>(choices);

comboBox1.setMaximumSize(comboBox1.getPreferredSize());

comboBox1.setAlignmentX(Component.CENTER_ALIGNMENT);

panel.add(comboBox1);

//Add label:

JLabel label2 = new JLabel("Choose the method you want to play.");

label2.setAlignmentX(Component.CENTER_ALIGNMENT);

panel.add(label2);

//Add dropdown list:

String[] choices2 = { "Hunt", "Plain Bob" };

final JComboBox<String> comboBox2 = new JComboBox<String>(choices2);

comboBox2.setMaximumSize(comboBox2.getPreferredSize());

comboBox2.setAlignmentX(Component.CENTER_ALIGNMENT);

panel.add(comboBox2);

//Add label:

JLabel label3 = new JLabel("Choose the pair you’d like to play.");
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label3.setAlignmentX(Component.CENTER_ALIGNMENT);

panel.add(label3);

//Add dropdown list:

String[] choices3 = { "none", "1-2", "3-4", "5-6", "7-8" };

final JComboBox<String> comboBox3 = new JComboBox<String>(choices3);

comboBox3.setMaximumSize(comboBox3.getPreferredSize());

comboBox3.setAlignmentX(Component.CENTER_ALIGNMENT);

panel.add(comboBox3);

//Initialize bell sounds.

SoundEffect.init();

SoundEffect.volume = SoundEffect.Volume.HIGH;

//Play buttons that play sound:

JPanel panel2 = new JPanel();

add(panel2, BorderLayout.SOUTH);

//Add label:

JLabel instructions = new JLabel("Use the left and right buttons as

your bells.");

instructions.setAlignmentX(Component.CENTER_ALIGNMENT);

panel2.add(instructions);

//Add buttons:

JButton left = new JButton("Second Bell");

//Assign button the bell that it represents by adding an action

listener and playing

//the sound of the bell.

left.addActionListener(new ActionListener()
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{

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e){

if(band == null){}

else

band.userPlay(band.getUserPair()+1);

}

});

JButton right = new JButton("First Bell");

//Assign button the bell that it represents by adding an action

listener and playing

//the sound of the bell.

right.addActionListener(new ActionListener()

{

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e){

if(band == null){}

else

band.userPlay(band.getUserPair());

}

});

panel2.add(left);

panel2.add(right);

//New swingworker that acts in the background when it is called

allowing other methods to take

//precedence.

SwingWorker worker = new SwingWorker<Boolean, Void>()

{
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@Override

public Boolean doInBackground(){

//Get the value the user chose in the comboBoxes.

int selectedIndex = comboBox1.getSelectedIndex();

int stage = ((2*selectedIndex) + 4); //Determine the desired

stage based on the value chosen.

int selectedIndex3 = comboBox3.getSelectedIndex();

//Check if the user wants to play a pair or not. Initialize

band in each case.

if(selectedIndex3 == 0){

band = new Band(stage, 0);

System.out.println("Minimus");

}

else {

band = new Band(stage, 2*selectedIndex3 - 1);

}

//Check what method the user wants to play. In this case,

the only available method is

//Plain Bob.

int selectedIndex2 = comboBox2.getSelectedIndex();

//Define method objects.

Method method;

String hunt = "";

for(int i = 0; i< stage; i++)

{

hunt = hunt + "-1" + stage;

}

method = new Method(stage, "Hunt", hunt);
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//If a method is chosen.

if(selectedIndex2 == 1)

{

if(stage == 4)

method = new Method(stage, "Bob Minimus",

"-14-14-14-12");

else if(stage == 6)

method = new Method(stage, "Bob Minor",

"-16-16-16-16-16-12");

else

method = new Method(stage, "Bob Major",

"-18-18-18-18-18-18-18-12");

}

band.plainCourse(method); //Play a plain course of the

chosen method.

return true;

}

};

//Add start button.

JButton button = new JButton("START");

button.setAlignmentX(Component.CENTER_ALIGNMENT);
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button.addActionListener(new ActionListener()

{

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {

worker.execute(); //Execute SwingWorker object when the user

presses the start button.

}

});

panel.add(button);

//Make the frame visible.

setVisible(true);

}

//Necessary to override ActionListener, but it is not attached to any

object.

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)

{

//No action has been performed.

}

//The main.

public static void main(String[] args) {

new HandbellApp(); //Create a HandbellApp object.

}

}
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